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Google Expeditions brings virtual worlds to Grafton high school

Grafton HIgh AP Biology teacher Michelle
Bailey  leads  her  students  on  a  Google
Expeditions  virtual  field  trip  to  Borneo
March 1 at the school. Submitted Photo

GRAFTON - There was serious science to be discussed during the Google Expeditions virtual tour of Borneo plant
adaptations led by Michelle Bailey, advanced placement biology class teacher at Grafton High School.

"Tell me one type of adaptation providing surface area," Ms. Bailey requested at the March 1 event.

"The leaves are huge," a student replied, while others cited the nitrogen and carbon cycles as examples of processes
that the plant life went through.

Peering through smartphone-equipped cardboard cameras in multifaceted directions, the 25 students gathered for the
Borneo field trip experienced a detailed and lifelike excursion as part of a daylong series of expeditions. Destinations
included Buckingham Palace, the Galapagos Islands, the Mayan ruins of Mexico's Chichen Itza, Greece and a London
Literary Tour, for a total of 19 virtual field trips.

"It's a very interesting, fun way to explore the environment - very innovative," said Kieran Croucher, a junior.

Cynthia Engvall, technology integration specialist at the school, learned of the program with her technology peers in October. She applied to bring the program
to Grafton, but at that time it was not available in Massachusetts. Then, toward the end of February, she found that Google Expeditions had become available
locally.

"We got a great response from the teachers," Ms. Engvall said. "They all wanted to try it out."

Google has worked with teachers and content partners worldwide to create more than 100 journeys that make it easy to immerse students in new experiences.
From the Expedition app on a tablet, a teacher is able to send synchronized, three-dimensional, 360-degree panoramas to each student's cardboard viewer,
pointing out areas of interest, in real time and instantly, and pausing the trip when needed.

Used with existing lessons and curriculum, Expeditions immerses students in experiences that bring abstract concepts to life and provide a deeper
understanding of the world beyond the classroom.

"When you blend an awesome teacher with technology in the classroom, it redefines" the educational experience, Ms. Engvall said of Ms. Bailey's tour
leadership. "She rocked it!"

Also on hand at the event was Matt Murphy, a contractor with Google who has helped conduct hundreds of Google Expedition sessions along the East Coast,
training teachers and "showing them what we can do." The pilot program was provided at no cost for the high school.

Ms. Engvall noted that anyone with a smartphone can participate in Google Expedition after obtaining the Google cardboard viewer.

After teacher training first thing in the morning, the March 1 sessions were held every 30 minutes, with each expedition taking 20 minutes. The middle school
plans to hold its own Google Expedition program on March 17.

Meanwhile, Ms. Bailey was taking her students on a new journey, this time to the underwater environment of the Red Sea. The students were enthralled.

"I see a sponge!"

"I love sharks!"

"A scuba diver!"
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